life. 2 Still, little scholarship exists on homosexuality among the Nahuas. 3 Those few works rely on problematic translations of Nahuatl documents that provide insuffi cient evidence to generate signifi cant conclusions or else focus primarily on Spanish interpretations of Nahua realities. This article seeks to correct this imbalance by analyzing the extant primary sources on the topic. I will begin with the most relevant Spanish chronicles and then examine the Nahuatl documentation that points to preconquest notions of homosexual desires and acts. I focus on the Florentine Codex, a 12-volume Nahuatl and Spanish document produced in the mid-sixteenth century by a Franciscan friar with the help of many Nahua aides. Next, I analyze the language used in Catholic confessional manuals. Finally, I return to the Florentine Codex to study the highly Europeanized and encyclopedic book 10. Scholars must critically decipher the postconquest documents in order to uncover three core infl uences: (1) medieval and early modern European concepts of the relationship between sodomy and sin; (2) Spanish tropes of conquest that asserted the effeminacy of the conquered group; and (3) indigenous discourse. I show that the Nahuas, at the time of the conquest, linked homosexualities with their religion. As the colonial years pro-gressed, the Nahuas integrated the Catholic concept of sin into their cultural matrix, but sin never entirely displaced the relationship between homosexuality, ritual, and sacrifi ce.
Modern scholars hold confl icting views concerning homosexualities among the pre-and postconquest Nahuas. Some say it was outlawed or repressed, others that it was part of the structures of society, yet others that it was part of religious ritual. Alfredo López Austin argues that the preconquest Nahuas had an "extremely negative image" of homosexuality. He states that the "death penalty was imposed on both female and male homosexuals, active or passive." 4 Similarly, Noemí Quezada argues that the Nahuas punished male and female homosexuality by death, as it violated the order of the "heterosexual couple" established by the creator gods. 5 Richard Trexler says that the preconquest Nahuas forced certain men to cross-dress, often for life, and that they used those men as "passives." The Nahuas viewed these men with disdain and saw them as dependent and effeminate. Trexler believes that the "active" partner was not denigrated in the same way that the passive partner was, and additionally he claims that "no laws against sodomy" existed. 6 Cecelia Klein argues that the Nahuas believed that the passive partner caused great misfortune but that the active partner played a role "essentially consonant with his biological sex." 7 Geoffrey Kimball argues that in the preconquest era, "there is no evidence for any kind of suppression of homosexuality such as occurred after the Spanish conquest." 8 Clark Taylor says that "homosexuality played an important part in much of the religious life in México, and was commonly accepted in private life" but that the Mexica engaged in "heavy repression" of homosexual activity. 9 The contradictory nature of these interpretations stems, in part, from some misreadings of the texts; the primary source of confusion, however, comes from insuffi cient efforts to situate the context of these sources.
All of the Mexican documents referenced by these researchers were produced in the postconquest period. In order to use these documents fruitfully in the analysis of Nahua homosexualities at the time of the conquest, we must investigate the various infl uences upon them. Who wrote them? How can we understand the (often hidden) authorial voice? What were the infl uences, contemporary and historical, upon the production of the source, its narrative strategy, its political vision, and its treatment of the past? 10 The fi rst epigraph to this article comes from Franciscan friar Bernardino de Sahagún's Florentine Codex, a remarkable text-not just because of its relationship to Nahua realities but also because of the overinterpretation of later commentators who have used these books to analyze Nahua sexuality. 11 Sahagún's Nahua aides intricately wove the notion of homosexuality into a tapestry of concepts related to the gods, religion, mockery, and the edifi ce of sacrifi ce. Scholars who have studied sex in the Florentine Codex have hinged their analyses on a series of inherently contradictory texts, enmeshed with European notions of sexuality, sin, and spectacle, that are disconnected from Nahua realities. Nonetheless, when analyzed alongside other documents, these texts have much to show us regarding sixteenth-century Nahua concepts of sexual behavior.
The second epigraph is from Bartolomé de Alva's 1634 Confessionario Mayor, y Menor en Lengva Mexicana. As with the Florentine Codex, some have overinterpreted the confessional manuals for their power to reshape Nahua culture. The question in the epigraph above ("did you fall into the frightening sin?") is a model that was not necessarily used by any priest in any confession. Furthermore, even if priests did ask the question, it is diffi cult to know what effect such a discursive maneuver would have on the Nahuas, assuming they even understood what was meant. The text signifi es an attempt by the clergy to regulate sodomy by placing it in the context of abominable sin, however inadequately translated into Nahuatl. Thus, the priests consciously attempted to remove sodomy from a cultural matrix associating it with religion, sacrifi ce, and the gods, and to place it instead within the Christian discourse of sin. While postconquest Catholic 10. For an in-depth analysis of one text that deploys a detailed discussion of this method, see my "Queer Nahuatl: Sahagún's Sodomites, Lesbians, and Hermaphrodites," Ethnohistory (2006, forthcoming) .
11. See Kimball, "Aztec Homosexuality"; and Taylor, "Legends, Syncretism." Both Rudi Bleys and Federico Garza Carvajal have mistaken Sahagún's perception of Nahua views for his own opinions of sodomy. See Bleys, The Geography of Perversion: Male-to-Male Sexual Behavior outside the West and the Ethnographic Imagination, 1750 -1918 (New York: New York Univ. Press, 1995 Garza Carvajal, Butterfl ies Will Burn: Prosecuting Sodomites in Early Modern Spain and Mexico (Austin: Univ. of Texas Press, 2003) , 162-64. priests rarely considered sodomy a topic of great importance, the sexual behaviors of the Nahuas played a vital role in the genre of the confessional manual. As we will see when analyzing the Florentine Codex and the confessional manuals, though, this conscious act of colonial appropriation met with limited success.
Only through quotidian interactions with Hispanized peoples did Nahua sexual concepts begin to change. While preconquest Nahua concepts of homosexuality related to Nahua cosmology, the postconquest process of hybridization altered the meanings and context of a discourse related to sodomy. Nahua interaction with non-Nahua peoples slowly produced a hybrid culture that combined elements from the groups coming into contact. 12 As a result, Nahua views of homosexualities changed somewhat-partly because of colonial appropriation and partly because of the development of a mixed discourse that incorporated both European and indigenous notions. The ensuing hybrid Nahua discourse related sacrifi ce, ritual, and Catholic ideas of sin to male and female homosexual acts.
My use of the term "homosexuality" warrants a brief interlude. In the introduction to Infamous Desire, I delineate the complexity of sexual terminology in early Latin America. While categories of sexual identity did exist, they were used inconsistently in legislation and the courts, and clerical and popular discourse. Furthermore, people of European, African, and indigenous backgrounds understood sexual identities in different ways. These discourses of identity existed in a dynamic and ever-changing relationship, in which people's sexual behaviors and desires built upon and gave meaning to the narratives presented in the writings. 13 I have chosen here to use the term "homosexuality" to describe a set of behaviors, desires, and discourses broadly associated with same-sex sexual activity. This term, while imperfect, seems more appropriate than any alternative.
12. This mixture was slow and had uneven effects. Homi Bhabha argues that hybridity is produced both by acts of colonial power and by the ambivalent identifi cations of the colonized with the power of the colonizer; The Location of Culture (New York: Routledge, 1994) , 112-20. I argue that the Nahuatl texts show both of these elements. In book 10 of the Florentine Codex, we see an identifi cation of the colonized with the colonizer's style of writing and method of organizing information. Still, the concepts presented show that the authors of the codex (Nahua informants and Sahagún's Nahua aides) identifi ed many elements of preconquest Nahua culture. For a further explication of my notion of the way in which hybridity forms a colonized notion of sexuality, see From Moon Goddesses to Virgins. 13. Sigal, Infamous Desire, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] When the Spaniards witnessed and fought the Mexica of Tenochtitlán and the other indigenous peoples in the Valley of Mexico, they perceived a contradiction: a highly masculine group that engaged extensively in sodomy. This contradiction, which arises only within a cultural framework that equates sodomy with effeminacy, perplexed many Spaniards. 14 Some Spanish, mestizo, and indigenous commentators-particularly the great defender of indigenous societies, the Dominican friar Bartolomé de Las Casas-engaged in tortured mental gymnastics to contextualize the existence of ritualized sodomy among the Mexican peoples. 15 I argue that the multiple constructions of homosexuality in these texts emerged from a colonial discourse that obscures the autochthonous views of Mexico's indigenous societies. 16 
Spanish Interpretations
Most Spanish chroniclers, writing supportive accounts of the conquest of Mexico, associated Nahua sodomy with effeminacy, but they also reported that Nahua men were very masculine. 17 The sodomitic discourse of these chroni- clers was part of the Spanish justifi cation of conquest, which used cannibalism, human sacrifi ce, and sodomy as excuses for conquering various peoples and questioning their humanity. 18 However, as Trexler has warned, it would be folly to dismiss the Spanish reports of indigenous homosexuality as mere propaganda designed to support the conquest. 19 Moreover, Trexler notes, the overwhelming majority of references to sodomy "occur alone, with no link to those other, more serious 'crimes.' " 20 Finally, the statements of these authors fi t with the seemingly ubiquitous presence of cross-dressing fi gures in indigenous societies of the Americas, and of Mesoamerica in particular, from before the conquest through today. 21 In one of many examples of chroniclers discussing sodomy, Francisco López de Gómara (Hernando Cortés's chaplain and confi dante) stated that the men of central Mexico "were very much inclined to carnal acts, both with men and women." 22 In Panuco, a Nahua area north of Veracruz, for example, there existed "houses of grand putos [faggots] where thousands of men publicly congregated at night." 23 Gómara provides no analysis of the place of sodomy within Nahua discourse but simply uses the notion that Nahua men engaged in such activity to critique their behaviors and justify Cortés's actions.
The Spanish apologists for the indigenous told a different story. Las Casas compared the indigenous peoples of the Americas to the classical civilizations of the West. The effeminate, cross-dressed sodomites became eunuchs, injured in some way and thus unable to complete their roles as men in warrior societies. 24 18. See Brading, First America, 47. Brading also notes (41-42) that Oviedo blamed the demise of the Indians on God's punishment for their "abominable sins," a euphemism for sodomy that here was also used to include cannibalism and human sacrifi ce. See also James 28. There exist very few archival sources that mention indigenous homosexuality. AGI, México 1659, includes a series of letters from viceroys complaining about the breakdown of order in Mexico City. The letters include several mentions of cross-dressing indigenous sodomites in the pulquerías (bars) on the outskirts of the city. AGI, México, 38, 57 is a record of an extensive prosecution of sodomites in Mexico City in the middle of the seventeenth century. The record includes several cross-dressing indigenous men. See Serge Gruzinski, "Las cenizas del deseo: Homosexuales novohispanos a mediados del siglo XVII," in De la santidad a la perversión o de la porqué no se cumplía la ley de Dios en la sociedad Novohispana, ed. Sergio Ortega (Mexico City: Grijalbo, 1985) . A relative handful of criminal trials of indigenous people charged with sodomy also exist.
29. In the late seventeenth century, a priest wrote of a southern Petén Maya community where young men entered a house next to a temple in order to engage in "sodomitic copulations" with "ministers of the Demon wearing women's skirts"; quoted in Grant D. Jones, The Conquest of the Last Maya Kingdom (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 1998), 499n45.
Mestizo and Indigenous Representations
The discourse of conquest that associated homosexualities with abominable sin and effeminacy fi rst entered the hybridized indigenous narratives through mestizo and Nahua chroniclers. 30 The sexual ideology in these writings was directly infl uenced by the chronicles produced by Spaniards.
Hernando Alvarado Tezozomoc, a Mexica chronicler probably less Hispanized than others, has little to say about sodomy. 31 He states that the leader of the Nahua city-state of Coyoacan forced Mexica messengers from Tenochtitlán to return home wearing women's clothes as a penalty for the Mexica's aggressive behavior and to warn them against war. 32 When the messengers returned to Tenochtitlán, the Mexica leader soothed their bruised egos by calling them brave and honorable. 33 This story points to a discourse that connected war with masculinity; the leader of Coyoacan asserts his own masculinity and subverts that of the leader of Tenochtitlán (through his representatives). The chronicler Tezozomoc critiques this ritualistic subversion of Mexica masculinity. 34 The sexual worldview of Diego Muñoz Camargo, a late sixteenth-century mestizo historian of Tlaxcala, was more clearly infl uenced by the Spaniards. He wrote exclusively in Spanish and used the word bardaje (berdache), a term derived from Arabic, to signify a cross-dressing, cross-gendered fi gure. 35 He states that while the Tlaxcalans did not punish these people, they did denigrate bardajes as effeminate: "They held the nefarious sin to be a great abomination, 30. These chroniclers were strongly infl uenced by the Franciscan friars. See Brading, First America, 278, 281. 31. According to Lockhart, Tezozomoc reproduced the cellular organization of the Nahua city-state, understood the mythology of the origins of Tenochtitlán, and wrote in a style closely following "the turns of older Nahuatl rhetoric"; James Lockhart, The Nahuas after the Conquest: A Social and Cultural History of the Indians of Central Mexico, Sixteenth through Eighteenth Centuries (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 1992), 24-25, 319. 32. "El Señor de Coyohuacan envió a los principales de México á cada uno unas ropas y atavíos de mujer, y poniéndoselos delante los mensajeros les dijeron: 'Señores, nuestro señor manda que os vistamos de las ropas mujeriles, porque hombres que tantos dias aquí los hemos incitado y provocado á la guerra, están tan descuidados.' " Tezozomoc, Crónica mexicana, 54, italics in original.
33. Ibid., 54, 264-67. 34. Cecelia Klein notes, "In all documented instances in which Nahua men were forced to cross-dress as women, their tormentors' intention seems to have been not just to mark but also to mock their victims' loss of status and power"; "None of the Above," 194. She makes an important point in this article by distinguishing dual-sexed beings from imperfectly sexed ones. She argues that, for the Nahuas, ambiguously sexed beings signifi ed instability, not some androgynous ideal. 37 According to Ixtlilxochitl, both the Toltecs and the people of Texcoco outlawed sodomy, and this "nefarious sin was punished in two ways: from the one who functioned as a woman, who was tied to a post, they removed the entrails through the lower parts. And the young men of the city covered him with ash, so that he came to be buried underneath it, after which they placed much fi rewood [on top] and set him on fi re. As to the one who functioned as a man, they covered him alive with ash, tied to a post, until death." 38 The chronicles produced by Nahuas, mestizos, and Spaniards all form part of a particular genre in which the presence or absence of ritualized sodomy among the indigenous peoples related to a discourse of conquest. Those who viewed the conquest as a valid enterprise also viewed indigenous populations as fundamentally corrupted by endemic sodomy. Those who emphasized the 36. "Tenían por grande abominación el pecado nefando, y los sodomitas eran abatidos y tenidos en poco y por mujeres tratados; mas no los castigaban y les decían . . . Hombres malditos y desventurados, hay (acaso) falta de mujeres en el mundo, y vosotros que sois bardajas que tomáis el ofi cio de mujeres ¿no os fuera mejor ser hombres?" Muñoz Camargo, Historia de Tlaxcala, 138. Partially quoted in Trexler, Sex and Conquest, 164. 37. Brading, First America, 278 ; Lockhart, Nahuas after the Conquest, 25. Lockhart says that while Ixtlilxochitl "functioned as an 'Indian' [he] was as much Spanish as indigenous by descent and also wrote in Spanish using Spanish genres"; 587n6.
38. Ixtlilxochitl, Obras históricas, 47-48, 324-25. "El pecado nefando se castigaba de dos maneras; al que hacía funciones de hembra, por las partes bajas le sacaban las entrañas, atado en un madero y los muchachos de la ciudad lo cubrían de ceniza, hasta sepultarlo debajo de ella, y después sobre esto ponían mucha leña y le daban fuego. Al que hacía las funciones de varón lo cubrían vivo de ceniza, de suerte que venía á quedar atado á un madero, hasta que allí moría." Ixtlilxochitl, Obras históricas, 324-25. Quoted in Trexler, Sex and Conquest, 159. Trexler translates entrañas as "intestines." While the term literally is "entrails," Klein argues persuasively that when the Nahuas were describing the entrails, they were referring specifi cally to the intestines. See Cecelia Klein, "Snares and Entrails: Mesoamerican Symbols of Sin and Punishment," Res 19/20 (1990/1991): 81-103 . While this text is in Spanish, it seems likely that it refers at least partly to the Nahua concept. I have chosen the literal translation.
conquerors' savage treatment of the indigenous populations argued that sodomy was rare and subject to punishment under indigenous codes of morality. We need to understand all of these elements not only in the context of the genre in which they were produced, but also in the context of the behaviors that the chroniclers observed. Thus, we turn now to a Nahua discourse on homosexualities of the period immediately preceding the conquest.
Nahua Discourse
Unfortunately, representations of preconquest homosexualities can only be found in postconquest documents. Before the conquest, the Nahuatl-speaking peoples did not refer directly to sodomy in any writings that we have recognized at this time. While conqueror Bernal Díaz del Castillo discusses idols that represent acts of sodomy, no such images appear to have survived the conquest. 39 Furthermore, while Nahua mythology contains many gender ambiguities and cross-gender activity, no direct references to homosexual sex acts exist. 40 This contrasts with the situation in the Andes, where the ancient Moche peoples produced many pieces of pottery depicting homosexual acts. 41 Still, by analyzing some of the early postconquest depictions of preconquest times, modern scholars have shown that human sacrifi ce was related to Nahua cross-gender activity. Cecelia Klein notes several depictions of female sacrifi ce that suggest the transformation of men into women: men donned women's clothes in one ceremony, and in others male priests wore the fl ayed skins of sacrifi ced women. 42 David Carrasco strongly supports this connection, noting that 39. Díaz, Historia verdadera, 7-8. 40. Klein, in "None of the Above," discusses the gender ambiguities in preconquest documents, analyzing them in relation to postconquest texts. She argues that a genderambiguous being was used to reestablish order at times when great danger was perceived (particularly at the beginning of the wet season, when a male taking on an ambiguously gendered role as a goddess or a feminized god was seen by the Nahuas as helping with the process of making the earth fertile). See also Joyce, Gender and Power, in one important festival linked to fertility and success in warfare, men became goddesses by wearing the skins of dismembered women. 43 Some postconquest documents that discuss religious ritual provide significant information regarding an early colonial Nahua discourse on homosexualities. This discourse, while infl uenced by colonialism, contains many elements not tied to Spanish notions of homosexuality. 44 Thus, while we do not have and cannot recreate a purely preconquest indigenous view of homosexuality, these non-European elements allow us to view an early colonial cultural formation that places homosexual acts within a matrix of ritual and religion.
The sixteenth-century Codex Magliabechiano was created by a Nahua tlacuilo, a writer/painter who incorporated Nahua pictorial imagery into a running Spanish-language text. The tlacuilo probably painted the images and then told the stories to an interpreter or a bilingual scribe. The text contains much discussion of various sexual and other types of sins. The tlacuilo places all the sexual acts in the context of divination, celebration, or sacrifi ce. Sodomy is mentioned once, in a Spanish-language text describing a divination ritual, where it is termed "diabolic medicine." A healer brought to the ill person an image of the god Quetzalcoatl and then scattered 20 grains of maize on a cloth in front of the image: "If the grains left the middle empty, a sort of fi eld surrounded by grains, it was a sign that [the patient] was going to be buried there, meaning that this person would die of that disease. And if one grain fell on top of another, it was said that the illness came from sodomy. And if the grains of maize separated, half to one side, half to the other in such a way that a straight line could be placed in the middle without touching any grain, it was a sign that the patient would be cured of the disease." 45 If sodomy caused disease and was related to death, what did this tell the Nahuas? 46 It is unclear what is meant by sodomy here; the Spanish-language text 45. "Si los tales granos hazian en medio vacuo o maña de canpo de manera q los granos estubiesen alrededor era señal q le avian de enterrar alli que queria dezir q moriria de aqlla enfermedad y si un grano caya sobre otro dezia q su enfermedad le auia venido por sometico y si los granos de mahiz seaparaua la mitad a una parte y a mitad a otra de manera q se pudiese hazer una raya derecha por medio sin tocar a ninguno grano es señal q la enfermedad sea de apartar del enfermo y sanar," does not go into detail. If the grains represented the human body, two grains on top of each other signifi ed sexual activity-in this case sodomy. 47 The image associated with this portion of the text (fi gure 1) shows a female curer throwing the grains onto a cloth in front of a rather diseased-looking man. Was the man a sodomite? Note that the man is seated immediately below the image of Quetzalcoatl, assuming a virtually identical position. Could the sodomy mentioned in the text signify a ritualized homosexual relationship between Quetzalcoatl and the man, only to be cured by another, this time heterosexual, ritualized relationship? While I fi nd this suggestion intriguing, it does not fi t with other evidence. In the closely related Codex Tudela, grains of maize and beans are thrown on a mat, and if one grain of maize lands on top of another, this indicates that sodomy caused the illness. 48 The Tudela text specifi es that the sick person goes to an "old sorceress." 49 The rather obscure ritual requires some context, provided only indirectly by the Florentine Codex. There, diseases are cured in a variety of ways, often through supplications to the gods. A seventeenth-century Nahuatl ritual text shows that human sexual activity with gods or goddesses in some cases cures, and in other cases causes, disease. 50 This same text states that excess and illicit sex could cause disease and death in crops and livestock. 51 The Codices Magliabechiano and Tudela appear to refer to a dualistic relationship: sexual behavior can cause life or death, just as it can make one ill or cure a disease.
The Codex Tudela also contains a text and image that refer specifi cally to cross-gendered activity and its relationship with both sodomy and the sweat baths: "Temazcatl: bath of hot water where they committed offenses to Our Lord. . . . And in this bath there were many men and women. Thus there, with the heat, they illicitly used [each other]: men with women, women with men, and men with men. And in Mexico they had men dressed in women's clothes, 47. The creation of maize was a great cosmological event, and it led maize to be connected with the maintenance of life and of the human body. See Miguel León-Portilla, Aztec Thought and Culture, trans. Jack Emory Davis (Norman: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1963), 42.
48. "Dezia lo que se le antojava y llamava al demonio q se lo declararse y si caya un grano de mahiz, uno sobre de otro, dezia q de somético era su mal." "Códice Tudela," Museo de América, Madrid, 49r.
49. "Códice Tudela," 49r. 52. "temazcatl horno o baño de agua caliente donde se hazian ofensas a Nro Sr, porq si alguno estaba enfermo se venia a bañar en este horno q avia agua dentro y aconteçía meterse en este baño muchos onbres e mujeres, y alla dentro, con la calor, onbres con mujeres e mujeres con onbres e onbres con onbres, yliçitamente husavan y en mexco avia onbres vestidos en ábito de mujeres y estos eran sométicos y hazian los ofi cios de mujeres, como es texer y hilar, y algunos señores tenían uno y dos para sus viçios." "Códice Tudela," 62r. those who were sodomites and performed the offi ces of women, such as spinning and sewing. And some lords had one or two [of them] for their vices." 52 Thus, the Spanish saw the temazcatl, a curing device, as a breeding ground for moral license, particularly sodomy. The connection between the temazcatl and the cross-gendered fi gures is unclear in this text. The Nahuas may have used the baths for a variety of sexual purposes, and the cross-gendered fi gures could have been added here to emphasize the nature of the acts performed. One notes the paradox: the baths, intended to cure ill people, infl icted them with the further "illness" of sinful sex. The translation from the Nahua moral framework, in which the sexual acts did not necessarily signify vice and sin, to the Catholic framework greatly concerned with sexual sin, caused this irony, this disjuncture in meaning.
In addition to connecting sodomy (and, in the case of the Codex Tudela, cross-gendered activity) to disease, the tlacuilos placed the act in the context of sacrifi ce, punishment, and cannibalism. In the Codex Tudela, the preceding folios deal with sacrifi ce and the punishment of criminals, and the subsequent folios concern sacrifi ce and cannibalism. In the Magliabechiano, the various folios surrounding the text that mentions sodomy all focus on sacrifi ce. While these documents exhibit much Spanish infl uence, many of the connections placed in the text clearly relate to preconquest Nahua concepts.
In the Florentine Codex, the worship of various goddesses included references to diverse sexual acts, but no deities were seen as representatives of either the Catholic concept of sin or the more modern concept of a stable, internalized, sexual identity. 53 While Clark Taylor has stated that the goddess Xochiquetzal was a goddess of homosexuals and others who engaged in nonreproductive sexual acts, I have found no evidence to support his claim. 54 Though Nahuas identifi ed Xochiquetzal with sexual acts of various kinds, she was not associated with any particular sexual identity. 55 Based on her reading of an image of Xochiquetzal in the Codex Telleriano-Remensis, Lisa Sousa argues convincingly that an aspect of Xochiquetzal was connected with sexual excess. "Seated backward on a throne, her head is turned around, her hair is disheveled, and she is weeping. Unlike most depictions of central Mexican women, this one shows Xochiquetzal's breast exposed. The goddess holds a container which is fi lled with what an anonymous scribe identifi ed in a Spanish gloss as mierda." 56 Traditional Nahuatl imagery shows that all of these things, particularly the unkempt 53. Eva Hunt shows that today Cihuateteotl, for the Cuicatec people, signifi es homosexuality. Furthermore, homosexuals are called "reverse walkers," a notion that she notes emanates from preconquest concepts in which backward feet signifi ed sexual excess; Hunt, hair and excrement, signifi ed disarray. 57 Women shown in such positions were connected with sexual excess and prostitution. 58 Heads and feet turned backward symbolized to the Nahuas sexual and gender disorder. 59 Furthermore, a lengthy seventeenth-century Nahuatl text shows Xochiquetzal as a goddess who seduces men. 60 The main deity related to sexual activity and sexual excess, however, was Tlazolteotl. 61 Through Tlazolteotl, we can see a Nahua discourse that disparages sexual excess and lauds moderation. 62 Tlazolteotl literally translates as "deity of trash," and she existed in a complementary relationship with Tezcatlipoca, a high-ranking male trickster god. Arthur Anderson and Charles Dibble, in their version of the Florentine Codex, translate her name as "goddess of vice," and Sahagún says that she is goddess of "carnal matters" (cosas carnales) and associates her with the planet Venus. 63 Yet the Nahuatl text associates her with more than sexual vice. For Tlazolteotl was a goddess of sexuality in a variety of ways, and she ruled people's sexual desires, from their commission of sexual acts to their confession of those acts and other behaviors. Her power was thus double-edged: able both to entice people to engage in sexual acts (some deemed excessive) and to confess sexual transgressors and give them forgiveness. 64 I could proceed with many more examples of gods and goddesses associated with sexual desires, but the point has been made: none are connected specifically with homosexuality or any other sexual identity. Rather, they are marked by duality and a wide variety of sexual desires. Yet, as the colonial period progressed, these gods and goddesses became associated with the paired sins of idolatry and sexuality.
The Florentine Codex provides a prime example of an early colonial discourse related to homosexualities. The epigraph with which I began this article is part of the series of omens in the codex. This omen, related to the day sign of the god Tezcatlipoca, was also the day sign of the slaves, who on this day were to be treated well and given pleasure. 66 Anybody who mistreated a slave would receive a great penalty from Tezcatlipoca.
And thus Tezcatlipoca ridiculed him: he mocked him and thus made him fearful and cursed him. Perhaps somewhere he will be ceremonially bathed and will die as a bathed sacrifi ce. And it was said, "He will be sacrifi ced, cooked, and eaten." Because at one time the slave was beaten, [the slave's] sins were transferred onto him. . . . Tezcatlipoca enriched one, and thus could infl ict one with pain and affl iction. Then if someone out of his torment cursed him as a cuiloni, he no longer had his pride when he said to him, "Titlacauan, great cuiloni, wretched cuiloni! You have had your pleasure with me! You have mocked me!" So also did he speak if someone let his captive fl ee: "Great cuiloni, Titlacauan! This has befallen you. Curses upon you for giving me a captive only so that you could mock me." 67 While Trexler does not analyze this quote, because he states that it is merely an insult, Kimball fi nds great meaning here: "There was some kind of relationship between homosexual men and the trickster persona of the god Tezcatlipoca." 68 66. A day sign is a calendrical representation that predicts, among other things, the character of an individual born on that day.
67. "injc ica mocaiaoa Tezcatlipuca: injc qujquequeloa, injc ica maviltia, injc qujtelchoia, aço cana altiloz, tlaaltilmjqujz: ioan mjtoaia teumjqujz, qujpaoacizque, qujquazque: ipampa ca ica omoquavitec, in tlacotzintli, ytech oqujcauh in jtlatlacol, injc qujmacacia . . . . Tezcatlipuca, tecujltonoa, ioan ic temotla in cococ, in teopouhquj. ic vncan in aca qujcujlonaoa, itoneuhcacopa, aoc iatlamtian in quilhuja: Titlacaoane, cujlonpole, cujlontepole, otonmotlamachti, otonmoquequelo: no iuh qujtoaia, intla aca oqujchololti imal, cujlonpole, titlacaoane, ma ça njman iê iuh tienj, ma motelchioanj, in tinechmaca malli, ca çan notech otonmoquequelo." FC, bk. 4, chap. 9, 24r-v; Anderson and Dibble 4:35. 68. Kimball, "Aztec Homosexuality, " 19. See, however, Trexler, Sex and Conquest, 103, 234n9. Sahagún does, at one point in the Spanish translation, declare Tezcatlipoca a puto. 69 This declaration, however, has no parallel in the Nahuatl text and clearly relates only to the declaration regarding Titlacauan (one of Tezcatlipoca's many identities). Moreover, Kimball ignores the fact that the text clearly uses the term cuiloni as a pejorative intended to gain control over the god and prevent the unpleasant sacrifi cial fate of the human. The statement continues, "Thus he said this to him, which was merely his word of torment. Yet, what good was it? For it was said that he had been aroused. Those to whom this had befallen were foolish." 70 The person to be sacrifi ced in the stead of his captive or his slave unleashed an epithet. But this epithet has meaning, for the sacrifi cial moment is closely related to ritualized sodomy. The images that accompany the text clarify this, as they show a seated man who appears sad, followed by a picture of his sacrifi ce by means of heart excision, followed by cannibalism, complete with the almost obligatory European trope of the person boiling in a pot. 71 Tezcatlipoca's alter ego, Titlacauan, is mocked and insulted in his attempts to be a great warrior, to capture and sacrifi ce others. He is sodomized and feminized just as he is captured, sacrifi ced, and eaten. The forced feminization may remind us of Tezozomoc's story of the forced cross-dressing of the Mexica messengers. The feminization here signifi es the penetrated man, present in the acts of both sodomy and sacrifi ce.
Was the connection between sacrifi ce, cannibalism, and sodomy based in the European mind of our Franciscan, the Europeanized minds of his aides, or the indigenous minds of the Nahua people at the time of the conquest? Las Casas states that he had heard that the sacrifi ce of beautifi ed and effeminate young men pleased the gods. But, as is common with Las Casas, he combines hearsay from a variety of locations in his statements regarding the people of Mexico. 72 In the text from the Florentine Codex, though, dualities build upon each other in such a way as to suggest that the discourse relates quite closely to Mesoamerican traditions. Tezcatlipoca can enrich, and therefore also punish, a person. Tezcatlipoca and Titlacauan are parts of the same god, existing in a dualistic relationship with each other. Tezcatlipoca represents both a strong masculine fi gure and a feminized god. 73 A ritualized power inversion occurs: the person who beats the slave or loses the captive himself becomes a captive destined for sacrifi ce. The cuiloni, the one who is sodomized, becomes intricately connected with the one who is sacrifi ced and eaten. These dualisms and inversions stem from the relationship between sexuality and religious ritual.
In the book of the Florentine Codex concerning the origins of the gods, one chapter discusses the purpose of Tezcatlipoca. The chapter shows that this god engaged in curing; the person needing a cure berated the god with a sodomitic insult. For Tezcatlipoca was extremely powerful and had been the one who made the person sick. Still, the sick person can only bring him/herself to insult Tezcatlipoca's alter ego, Titlacauan: "And when he placed [illnesses] upon people, it was when he was offended: that someone had not carried out his/ her vows, that one had damaged the fast, that a man had lain with a woman; a woman had lain with a man, or that otherwise the fast had been broken. . . . And the one who was ill and very weak, who could not be cured, who could no longer struggle, sometimes scolded [Titlacauan] . He said to him: 'Titlacauan, cuiloni. Now that you have taken your pleasure, slay me already.' Some [Titlacauan] then cured, not angered by this. Some died for this." 74 The text evokes ritual inversion: the desperate patient, attempting to gain a cure, does everything s/he can to insult the god, perhaps even threatening him with sodomy. At the same time, the word translated as pleasure suggests that the god had already engaged in sexual activity with the patient. Note that, unlike in the translations proffered by Anderson and Berdan or Kimball, the Nahuatl pronouns never mark the patient's gender. Furthermore, the examples given explaining the reasons for the punishment make it clear that the patient could 74. "auh in jquac tetech qujtlaliaia, iquac in iolitlacoloia: yn aqujn amo qujneltilaia, yn jnetol, yn jtlacemitol: yoan in qujtlacoaia in necaoaliztli, yn ac ipan cioacuchi oqujchtli, yn ac ipan oqujchcuchi cioatl: yoan anoce monecaoalujltequj. . . . auh in cucuxquj cenca tlanauj, yn amo vel pati, yn aoc ontlaiecoa yn aoc vel i: in quenmanjan cahoaia: qujlhujaia. Titlacaoane, cujlonpole: ie tonmotlatlamachtia, manoço cuele xinechtllatlati: in cequjntin njman qujnpatiaia amo ic qualanja, y cequjntin tel njman ic miquja." FC, bk. 3, chap. 2, 7v-8v; Anderson and Dibble, 3:11-12. For a more detailed analysis of the Titlacauan quotations, see my "Queer Nahuatl." be a man or a woman. And Kimball's attempt to assert a homosexual identity for Titlacauan fades further into the background as the god is represented as one who may penalize people for the insult. Here cuiloni is used in an attempt to denigrate a god and take control over him. The attempts to apply it to Tezcatlipoca suggest that the term related to an insult to both power and trickery, the two elements related most closely with this god. 75 Titlacauan's persona is further revealed in his picture (fi gure 2). Here, the tlacuilo presents the god in a form similar to many of the other gods but wearing signifi cantly less-regal attire. Titlacauan wears only a loincloth, sandals, and an extensive knotted rope that appears to ensnare him. He carries a fl ower that leads to a smoking piece of cane, and he blows on a trumpet. The fl ower, discussed below, signifi es eroticism. The snare, according to Klein, was connected with sexual transgressions and with the intestines, themselves associated with sodomy. 76 Neither Titlacauan nor Tezcatlipoca represented sodomy, but these texts show that there existed a close relationship between sacrifi cial rituals and a discourse on sodomy.
We are still left with the question of what was meant by cuiloni. Anderson and Berdan translate the term as "sodomite." Kimball translates it alternately as "faggot" and "one who is fucked." Trexler translates the term (probably partly through Sahagún's Spanish) as both "queer" and "passive sodomite." López Austin translates it as "sodomite, catamite." Sahagún himself translated the term as "sodomético paciente," passive sodomite. 77 In modern Nahuatl, the term has a pejorative sense, suggesting the most accurate translation is "faggot" or "queer," but this tells us little about its sixteenth-century meaning. The most authoritative sixteenth-century Nahuatl dictionary, produced by Franciscan friar Alonso de Molina, translates "puto que padece" (faggot who is penetrated) as "cuiloni. chimouhqui. cucuxqui." He translates "puto que lo haze a otro" (faggot who does it to another [male]) as "tecuilontiani." 78 In the Nahuatl-to-Spanish section, he adds "cuilonyotl," translated as "pecado nefando, de hombre con hombre" (nefarious sin, man with man), and "cuilontia," translated as "cometer pecado nefando" (to commit the nefarious sin). 79 He also includes "tecuilonti" and "tecuilontiani," both translated as "el que lo haze a otro, pecando contra natura" (he who does it to another [male], sinning against nature origin, it may derive from cui, "to take." The -oni ending signifi es a passive form of the verb. 81 Cuiloni also relates to rectum (cuilchilli), excrement (cuitlatl), and intestines or entrails (cuitlaxcolli). 82 Cuiloni derives from "someone/something that is taken" and clearly related to the anus, thus one taken from behind. While the answer will have to remain speculative, the use of tecuilonti leads us to the conclusion that the term cuiloni referred to the passive position. The te-is the indefi nite personal prefi x, while the -ti is likely a shortened form of -tia, a causative. This suggests that tecuilonti is to cause someone to do cuiloni, showing Molina's Spanish translation to be correct. Tecuilonti thus refers to the "active," cuiloni to the "passive." Recall, however, that none of these texts refers to a specifi c unchanging sexual identity.
Horacio Carochi, Grammar of the Mexican Language with an Explanation of Its
These documents indicate that sodomy in the period immediately preceding the conquest was related to the gods, sacrifi ce, and ritual, and closely associated with disease and woe. In the episodes related to Titlacauan, sodomy directly connected with human sacrifi ce, as the person sacrifi ced was also the person sodomized. Sodomy here also showed the denigration of Titlacauan, since the threat of someone sodomizing him caused the god to act. In the curing ritual, sodomy created disease and also existed in the midst of many sacrifi cial rituals. Here preconquest sodomy related in various ways to Nahua cosmology, replicated in ritualistic discourse. 83 
Changing Discourse and Colonialism
Several scholars have warned recently that postconquest interpretations of preconquest events-even those that appear to adhere to some preconquest philosophical principles-are inevitably invested with ideas rooted in the social, economic, cultural, and political realities of those postconquest peoples. 84 Of course, we must see the documents discussed above in that context and not as accurate portrayals of preconquest sexual ideologies. I argue that the documents signify a postconquest mélange: a set of ideas regarding sexual behaviors that forms part of a cultural matrix stemming from the mixture of Spanish and Nahua concepts. 
Perhaps the Cantares Mexicanos

Religious Literature
The bilingual confessional manuals the priests used to confess Nahuas require a context that begins in Europe. Until recently, the academic consensus has been that biblical injunctions against sodomy were a great concern of theologians, priests, and secular offi cials in late medieval and early modern Iberia. One scholar has declared that "sodomy executions in Seville became a morality play about God's natural order and human imperfection." 85 Most importantly, ecclesiastics in Spain believed that sodomy was contagious, and they expressed concern for clerics and youth. 86 Only the priests themselves could cure this contagious disease, and they did so through the paired palliatives of the confessional and outright legal repression. While we have little evidence that Spaniards used legal means to repress sodomy in Mexico to any signifi cant extent, clerics did use the confessional to elicit admissions of the abominable sin. 87 However, my research has shown a pattern similar to what others have begun to discern in late medieval and early modern Europe: that clergy only exhibited a passing interest in sodomy or women's same-sex sexual activity, often leaving them as virtually an afterthought in the confessional manuals. The clergy and secular offi cials rarely engaged in signifi cant repressive campaigns and only worked hard to repress homosexual activity in response to a particular crisis or panic. Outside of these instances (despite laws and offi cial pronouncements to the contrary), clerical, secular, and popular culture refl ected some tolerance of homosexual activity. 88 88. This thesis, fi rst promulgated in an idealistic and essentialist manner by John Boswell, has largely been ignored. Only recently have scholars reignited this debate. If we reject Boswell's creation of medieval gays as unduly presentist, we can fi nd that many of his other conclusions are valid. Particularly useful also is Helmut Puff's fi nding that some of those who engaged in sodomy for long periods of time were tolerated in the community through a silence that only ended for reasons of political or social crisis. This appears to be the same in colonial Mexico and Latin America as a whole, a point I made previously in the introduction to Infamous Desire (7-8). In the indigenous populations, we fi nd no major efforts to unearth sodomitic practices, unlike the signifi cant efforts to root out idolatry. This suggests some level of tolerance for homosexual activity, at least among men. However, that tolerance was tempered by a discourse of great condemnation. See Boswell, Christianity, Social Tolerance, and Homosexuality: Gay People in Western Europe from the Beginning of the The confessional manuals, catechisms, and sermons produced by Catholic clergy were intended to root out unorthodox practices and instigate changes in morality. Here I focus on the language of some of the earliest confessional manuals (1565) up through the mid-eighteenth century (1765). All of the confessional manuals I cite were published in Mexico for the use of particular groups of clergy administering sacraments to Nahuatl-speaking peoples. The documents have parallel Nahuatl and Spanish texts and were clearly intended as primers for Spanish-speaking clergy with some knowledge of Nahuatl. The texts are divided into sections related to the various commandments, the relevant one for this article being the sixth. Other scholars have analyzed these confessional manuals for different purposes and have found that the writers-an elite group of clergy-engaged in a creative process, thinking along the way very seriously about the differences between their indigenous audience and the European audiences that had been the most common recipients of confession. 89 During these years, the Catholic Church altered the sacrament of confession. In the sixteenth century, the Council of Trent (1545-63) instituted a series of reforms in response to the threat they perceived emanating from the Reformation. The Tridentine reforms included a renewed emphasis on confession and the confessor. Confession was asserted as a ritual practice and was seen as vital for establishing a connection between the priest, the parishioner, and God. In this way, and in this way only, could a penitent's sins be forgiven. These confessions led to increasing attention to the concept of sin, which was clarifi ed throughout this period. 90 Similarly, many of the clergy who came to Mexico during colonial times believed that confession was extraordinarily important, and they saw themselves as physicians curing the sins of their penitents. 91 This emphasis, however, was tempered by the insuffi cient quantity and quality of priests in New Spain. The most consistent complaint in indigenous anticlerical petitions was that priests were unavailable to perform the sacrament of confession. 92 Before I analyze the texts of these confessional manuals, I must clarify a point regarding the power of confession. Serge Gruzinski argues that the "practice of confession became a refi ned tool of ideological subjection and of dominion over the individual." At the same time, "by conferring a meaning to the new order, to the new misfortunes, and to the multiplicity of new cultural references overtaking the indigenous reality, confession helped create a buffer between the traditional cultures and the naked violence of colonial exploitation." 93 As either a tool of subjection or a buffer, Gruzinski-using a Foucauldian analysis of confession-overestimates its power. 94 While the indigenous nobles of central Mexico appear to have taken confession seriously, the way in which they 90. Confession did not just require the parishioner to unburden his or her innermost thoughts and feelings to the confessor. The ritual of confession needed to be performed in a proper manner, and thus both priest and parishioner needed to follow a series of requirements. understood the act, at least in the early colonial period, is unclear. Burkhart argues that the Nahuas reinterpreted Catholic concepts of confession within their own framework, in which the goal was to return the penitent to a state of balance and harmony. 95 When one strayed from the road, one had to confess to one of the gods and thus return to a centered existence. 96 The term used, neyolmelahualiztli, "heart straightening," signifi ed the return of one's body and existence to an ordered system. 97 The gods Tezcatlipoca and Tlazolteotl, the two most common addressees of such confessions, often were placed together as a male/female pair and connected particularly closely with sexuality. Tlazolteotl, as the goddess of trash, could make one clean again by removing the tlazolli, the trash. Further, in another guise, she was called Tlaelquani, "one who eats fi lth," a reference to her role in confession. 98 The trash or fi lth removed by Tlazolteotl was defi ned in the Nahua framework primarily as sexual excess. Hence, confessing to her allowed the Nahua individual to return to an existence in which moderation reigned.
Mary Elizabeth
Medieval and early modern Catholicism could not support a Nahua confessional discourse on moderation, and the friars found Tlazolteotl particularly abhorrent. 99 Gruzinski argues that postconquest Nahua confession relates to a concept of power in which the penitent, by confessing his or her sins, participates in his or her own domination. 100 I argue, instead, that confession in Nahua society-as a misunderstood application of power-was largely a confused discourse in which priests and penitents negotiated meaning through their different interpretations of language and symbols. Here I analyze confession as representative of a series of linguistic changes related to the larger culture in colonial Mexico. Practices of confession, as I understand them, respond to broader cultural changes taking place in the matrix of postconquest Nahua society, around which homosexual acts were understood.
Witness the changing language regarding sodomy. An early confessional manual, Alonso de Molina's Confessionario breue, en lengua Mexicana y Castellana, published in 1565, asks the penitent, in Nahuatl, "Did you sodomize someone, or did someone sodomize you: perhaps you punished or forced him/her?" 101 95. Burkhart, The Slippery Earth, 182-83. 96. Ibid., 61-63. 97. Ibid., 181-83. 98. Ibid., 91-95; Quezada, Amor y magia amorosa, 30-38; Sousa, "Women in Native Societies," 358.
99. Burkhart, The Slippery Earth, 93. 100. Gruzinski, "Individualization and Acculturation," 111. 101. "Cuix aca ticcuilonti, anoce aca mitzcuilonti: aço tehuatl ticpenalti, ticcuitlauilty?" Yet, in Spanish the text is somewhat different: "Did you give yourself to some man or him to you: you persuading or inciting it?" 102 The Spanish text specifi es the gender of the partner, while the Nahuatl does not, and the Nahuatl specifically refers to sodomy, while the Spanish does not. The Spanish text needs to refer to gender, for if it did not, the question would make no sense to the priest (without a reference to either the specifi c act or the gender, the priest would be left befuddled). In the Nahuatl, Molina (trying to be circumspect) did not need to refer to the partner's gender if he believed that the penitents would understand. Indeed, as noted above, he believed the term derived from cuiloni would be understood as a specifi c reference to sodomy between two men. Whether the Nahuas would have the same interpretation is unclear and is complicated further below. In a 1599 confessional manual, sodomy is relegated to a concluding part of a question regarding impure thoughts; the manual simply asks if the penitent has had impure thoughts regarding sex with a man. 103 By 1634, the distinctions between the Nahuatl and the Spanish text are changed through the increasing specifi city of the question. The Nahuatl asks, "When you were drunk, did you fall into the frightening sin? That called sodomy; that which is with your fellow man?" 104 The Spanish reads, "Perhaps when you got drunk and lost your senses, you fell into the abominable sin of sodomy, having something to do with another [otro] ." 105 By 1634, the Nahuatl text shows that the author, Bartolomé de Alva, believed that Nahuas needed some explanation as to what sodomy was in order to understand and properly respond to the question. Thus, the Nahuas are told that sodomy referred to a same-sex act.
The words used suggest a series of problems related to translation. The term used (temamauhti) to modify sin refers specifi cally to something frightening, while the term Molina used in his sixteenth-century dictionary for the Spanish abominable was telchiualoni, a term likely coming from chihua, "to make." 106 By the time Alva wrote his confessional manual, he believed that the term temamauhti was more appropriate. Did he believe that this term would incline Nahua men against sodomy? Or did he believe that the term simply was more common among the Nahuas? The concept of sin presents further problems as the context within which to understand sodomy, since Burkhart has shown that the term tlatlacolli is complex and does not easily translate directly as sin. The friars developed tlatlacolli, "sin," from itlacoa, "to damage/spoil/harm." 107 Prior to the conquest, the term applied more generally to something or someone seen as damaged. The confession itself was intended to protect one from the damage inherent in tlatlacolli. By acknowledging guilt, the penitent, within Catholic ritual, unburdened her or himself from sin. But how did confession connect with the harm implicit in tlatlacolli? Was confession the unburdening of one's heart to one's confessor, himself a representative of a hybrid Tlazolteotl/Virgin Mary/Jesus/Dios, a god/goddess who also represented the sin, the damage, the fi lth? As these hybridized deities connect closely with the concepts of sacrifi ce, disease, and ritual discussed above, it is clear that, at least through 1634, the Nahuas understood confession, sin, and sexuality in a different manner than the clergy did.
In the next hundred years, the context changes: the 1673, 1713, and 1716 confessional manuals do not mention sodomy at all. 108 By 1765, the term cuilonti is used as a translation of the Spanish fornicar, "to fornicate." 109 Later in the Nahuatl text, the term is used to refer to sodomy, but in this case explicitly to both same-sex and opposite-sex sodomy: "Have you sodomized a woman or a man in the anus?" 110 The Spanish text is similarly quite specifi c and makes it clear that the author believes the correct translation of cuilonti is "penetrate": "Have you penetrated some woman or man in the rear end?" 111 As the centuries of colonization progressed, it seems likely that the meanings of terms changed. We do not know if the Nahuas understood author Aquino 110. "Azo oticcuilonti ten zihuat, nozo ten oquixti ipan icuilchil?" 111. "Quizá has penetrado alguna muger ó algun varon en la parte posterior?" Aquino, Arte, 160. and the priests who followed his manual when they used the term cuilonti to mean penetration or fornication or if they understood its earlier postconquest meaning as sodomy. It seems likely that the language used in the confessional manuals, in order to assist the priests in the confessional, tried to follow the changing views of the Nahuas rather than futilely attempting to force changes upon them. Nahua concepts of confession, sin, and sexuality changed very slowly, and the confessors remark consistently that the Nahuas had great diffi culty understanding what is sinful. 112 Language related to female homosexual activity changed less, but in the end the behavior and desire appear universally excised from the confessional manuals. From the beginning, the friars used a Nahuatl term, patlachuia, which they appear to have had diffi culty understanding or at least putting into writing. Molina asks in this regard, "Have you and some other woman done it together with each other [ammopatlachuique] ?" 113 The Spanish text is somewhat different: "Did you commit the sin against nature, with another woman like you?" 114 If patlachuia was defi ned as "for one woman to do it with another," one can imagine tremendous confusion among the priests, at least those who were fl uent in Nahuatl, in asking this question. 115 The reticence of the friars to defi ne specifi cally the term patlachuia likely followed upon the confusion, uncertainty, and ambivalence that existed in Europe during early modern times with regard to female sexuality, and particularly to female homosexuality. 116 Thus patlachuia 112. Burkhart's entire book Slippery Earth speaks to this issue, but see particularly p. 182. See also Gruzinski, "Individualization and Acculturation," 104-5.
113. "Cuix aca occe ciuatl, amoneuan ammopatlachuique?" See Molina, Vocabulario, 2:80r. There he defi nes patlachuia as "hazerlo vna muger a otra," by which was meant "for one woman to do it to another [woman] ." Patlachui is the preterit form.
114. "Has cometido el pecado contra natura, con otra muger como tu?"; Molina, Confessionario breve, 12v.
115. Molina, Vocabulario, 2:80r. 116. While female homosexual acts were mentioned, discussed, and debated in a variety of contexts during medieval and early modern times, there was certain confusion as to which acts warranted penalties and which did not. becomes, at least for the Catholic clergy, an utterly confused category. Is the "it" intended to refer to sexual acts? To which sexual acts might "it" refer? One can have little doubt that the term had some specifi c meaning for Nahua women. It appears to come from patlachtic, "a wide thing." 117 The -uia suffi x comes from -huia, an applicative ending to transitive nouns. 118 Hence, patlachuia could emanate from "to use a wide thing." 119 The relationship between this verbal formation and the sexual acts the colonial documents intended to capture is purely speculative. However, is it possible that the wide thing referred to could be a device (a hand, a dildo, or some other contraption) used by one woman to penetrate another? Whatever the answer to this question, it is clear that the Nahuatl term does not gloss as a "sin against nature."
The rest of the confessional manuals through 1634 use similar language. After this point, all the manuals simply ignore the topic. In Europe at the time, while women's homosexual activity was discussed and debated, clerics and judges were reticent to engage women in explicit discussion of homosexual behavior. 120 As we evaluate the importance of these hybrid texts, we must remember that sodomy between men and sexual activity between women was a minor concern of the priests. None of these manuals dedicate more than two questions to these topics. These are usually at the end of a long list of questions on the sixth commandment. Did the clergy even ask these questions? One can only speculate. The Mexican clergy appear to express some concern with indigenous same-sex sexual activities and desires. As the 1634 clarifi cations of Alva show, he wanted to make sure that the penitents understood the restrictions against sodomy. Burkhart has noted that some clergy connected sodomy and other sinful sexual activity with vague concepts of dirt, fi lth, blackness, and excrement. These concepts came partly from an attempt at reticence, derived from 117. Molina, Vocabulario, 280r. 118. Carochi, Grammar of the Mexican Language, 232-33. 119. López Austin defi nes patlache "literally" as "she who has something broad." This defi nition, while partly correct, seems problematic to me, at least in a literal sense. I fi nd no reference in the term to an individual "she," nor is there any possessive marker. López Austin also says that the "correct meaning for patlache is " 'the lesbian.' " I fi nd no reference to or even suggestion of a specifi c sexual identity in the term. If patlache includes a "wide thing," then it seems to imply physiological characteristics, objects used, or a metaphor for sexual acts. See López Austin, The Human Body, 2:279n70.
120. See Perry, Gender and Disorder; Edith Benkov, "The Erased Lesbian: Sodomy and the Legal Tradition in Medieval Europe," in Sautman and Sheingorn, Same Sex Love and Desire, for the reticence to discuss these behaviors in the public sphere. Compare with Andreadis, Sappho in Early Modern England. the European intellectual debates, and partly from an attempt at understanding Nahua metaphors, which (as noted above with regard to Tlazolteotl) connected dirt and excrement with sexual activity. 121 The language and the symbols show that certain changes in meaning related to sodomy took place-changes noted in subtle ways by the writers of the confessional manuals.
Book 10 of the Florentine Codex
To better understand the complex Nahua notions of homosexual activity among both men and women, I turn to the book of the Florentine Codex that discusses the everyday activities and identities of humans. Book 10 was intended to give priests ideas about what constituted proper and improper behaviors before the conquest, as well as to give them some concept of the social categorizations of various people. Too often, scholars have assumed that this book unproblematically represents preconquest notions of morality. And, indeed, Sahagún was interested in ethnographic accuracy. 122 He focused on the ability of the Catholic Church to alter the reality of the peoples with whom he came into contact, so he needed to study that reality. 123 I posit that although the words and images reproduced in book 10 are thoroughly Europeanized, they still represent some of the views of sixteenth-century postconquest Nahuas. 124 The text itself relates closely to the European genre of the encyclopedia. 125 The book categorizes a wide variety of sociological entities and establishes morality in a simplistic good-versus-evil binary division. The texts shown below come from chapter 11, on the "vicious" and the "perverse," and chapter 15, on "evil women." Virtually all of the chapters in this book categorize acts and identities as either good or evil. This binary, important to Catholic theologians, was an attempt to understand Nahua behavior in the Catholic framework. 126 This attempt connects with the confessional manuals, which work to institute the morals demanded in the ostensibly historical Florentine Codex. Sahagún suggests that the codex, and particularly book 10, simply records preexisting values. Contrary to the author's claim, however, the codex is actually a discourse that intentionally asserts a timeless value system on top of the reality of a changing colonial moral framework.
The writers of book 10 are clear in their position on sodomy:
SUCHIOA:
The suchioa has women's speech, women' Note that Nahuatl does not mark gender, and here and in the text below I intentionally assert the ambiguity of the gendered markers. The term suchioa, or xochihua, refers to a person whose gender is unclear. While Anderson and Dibble translate the term as "pervert," Kimball translates it as "homosexual," and none of them provides evidence to support their translations. 128 The term literally translates as "possessor of fl owers" and appears, according to Sousa, to refer to some sort of transsexual fi gure. 129 Indeed, the reference to two different forms of gendered speech may suggest the validity of Sousa's conclusion, but more important is the picture that accompanies the text. The image shows a person dressed as a man seated, talking to a person dressed as a woman, with a fl ower between them (see fi gure 3). 130 The fl ower, in Mesoamerican discourse, signifi es duality. Elsewhere I have shown that the fl ower represents the connections between sexuality, sacrifi ce, and warfare. 131 Sousa maintains that the fl ower symbolized sexual excess. Prostitutes often were pictured wearing dresses with fl owers on them. 132 Flowers were associated with enticement and seduction. The fl ower here represents the sexual desire and perhaps the sexual acts taking place between the two fi gures. The xochihua possesses a fl ower, signifying that this person possesses sexual desire. The text further states that the fi gure pictured deserves death; indeed, the second image in fi gure 3 shows this person executed by fi re. But we return to the question above: who and what is the cuiloni? The references point to the male "passive" in sodomy, and Sahagún's translation is sodomético paciente. Molina also translates chimouhqui as a synonym for cuiloni. 133 The cuiloni is condemned here, much like in the discourse surrounding Titlacauan. But this discourse further relates cuiloni to both the Spanish concepts presented by those chroniclers listed above and the discourse of transsexualism to which Sousa refers.
The cuiloni is condemned to die, just as Ixtlilxochitl had suggested. Further-130. Note that emanating from the mouth of each person is a scroll denoting speech. Many of the people I have shown this image to have noted their "phallic appearance." While Nahua speech acts may relate to the phallus in some ways, I doubt that the tlacuilos producing these images viewed the scrolls as phallic.
131 more, passivity is condemned in no uncertain terms, just as Muñoz Camargo had told us. But one must note that these elements relate to a European discourse on sodomy that had existed in law and literature before Spanish contact with the Nahuas. The Siete Partidas defi ned sodomy as a sin against nature and listed the penalty as castration, at least for the active partner. In the late fi fteenth century, these penalties were refi ned. In Portugal, sodomites were to be burned to death, while in Spain the penalty was either hanging or burning. 134 Thus, the penalty that Torquemada attributes to the Mexica is identical to that practiced by Spain, while the penalty Ixtlilxochitl attributes to the Texcocans is similar to that of Portugal. And book 10 supports these views. Were these attitudes the result of preconquest convergences, or were they postconquest inventions intended to suggest that the history of Nahua morality was the same as that of the Europeans?
The preconquest Nahuas did have a societally sanctioned, if denigrated, position for a cross-dressing male. This fi gure appears in the image above as a woman talking to a man, with the fl ower positioned between them. The text that accompanies this image, the cuiloni text, refers specifi cally to male bodies, saying that the cuiloni and the chimouhqui pass themselves off as women. Yet, here the image shows a man and a woman. The conclusion must be that the woman is actually a cross-dressing male. Whether this male was viewed as a woman, a man, a berdache, or a third gender we cannot know. 135 The pairing of the two images along with the text shows, fi rst, that the cross-dressing male was intended to represent the passive position in sodomy. Second, the fl ower between the two signifi ed sexual activity, thus showing that the two had engaged in (or at least desired) sex. Third, the speech scrolls and the idea of talking like a woman both show that speech was a specifi cally gendered and sexualized act. Finally, while these fi rst three concepts represent Nahua views at the time of the conquest (as they do not have clear parallels in European thought and iconography), the image of the sodomite burning may signify preconquest notions of what would happen to people caught in that position, although it more likely refers to images that the tlacuilos saw or heard about, images that emanated from the Spanish courts.
Patlachuia, too, appears in book 10. Sahagún translates patlache as "hermaphrodite." 134. Trexler, Sex and Conquest, 45-46. 135. See Horswell, "Third Gender," 27-28; and Gilbert Herdt, ed., Third Sex, Third Gender: Beyond Sexual Dimorphism in Culture and History (New York: Zone, 1994) .
PATLACHE:
The patlache is a fi lthy woman, a woman with a penis, possessor of an erect penis, a penis, and testicles. 136 S/he pairs up with a woman, makes him/ herself a friend of a woman, provides him/herself with young women, and possesses young women. S/he has a man's body; the top part of his/her body is that of a man. S/he talks like a man and passes him/herself off as a man. S/he has a beard, body hair, and hair. S/he does it to another woman [tepatlachuia] . S/he makes a woman his/her friend. S/he never wants to marry. S/he detests and never looks at men. S/he is frightening. 137 Did the Nahuas confl ate hermaphrodites and women who engaged in sexual acts with other women? Here the hermaphrodite and the woman who engaged in sexual activity with other women both were associated with the bodies of grown men. Anatomy, in this case, would not signify a determination of "sex," but rather would be associated with the "improper" gender role assigned. Could the tlacuilos have been discussing symbolic representations? Could they have been discussing particular elements of ritual discourse? 138 Were they relating a Nahua element of disgust toward hermaphrodites and women who had sex with other women? Were they attempting to translate Mesoamerican ideas of duality from one system of cultural meaning to another? Or were they simply telling the Franciscan friar what he wanted to hear?
The text parallels early modern Europe's fascination with the hermaphrodite as a monstrous fi gure. 139 In Europe, cases of hermaphrodites that came to the attention of the public often led to confusion, in which the hermaphrodite's body was a contested site related to gender prerogatives. 140 Additionally, many intellectuals at the time studied Ovid's Metamorphoses, including the story of the creation of Hermaphroditus as a mythical being. 141 Intellectuals, artists, and literary fi gures brought a variety of Ovid's motifs from Spain, and these infl uenced the tlacuilos who wrote the texts and painted the images in the Florentine Codex. 142 Nonetheless, to suggest that this text was completely a European creation would be problematic, since it mentions the misunderstood category, patlachuia. Sahagún's attempt to understand the term leads to the notion of a hermaphrodite, similar to his own understanding of the monstrous European entity or even of Ovid's Hermaphroditus. Sahagún's imaginings are placed in the Nahuatl text, mixed forever with the imaginings of the tlacuilos. But what were these tlacuilos imagining?
The most intriguing possibility relates to the tendency, in the Florentine
Codex and other similar documents, for the Nahuas to communicate through metaphor. 143 Could the penis have been a metaphorical representation of sexual desire between two women? Could it have signifi ed a bodily transformation that made these sexual acts possible in a male-centered discourse? The image accompanying this text (see fi gure 4) suggests that the metaphorical interpretation is correct.
Here we see a person with women's breasts exposed, but with his/her hand hiding the genitals. The person is wearing only a man's cape. S/he is standing and talking to another person, who is seated and dressed as a woman. The standing fi gure may be of indeterminate gender. The image does not follow the text precisely, as the text refers to a being with a masculine chest, while the image shows a woman's breast. Or perhaps we are looking at the wrong markers: Could the reference to a man's upper body in the text have been referring to something other than the pectoral region, what we consider the secondary sexual characteristics? Could the concept "top part of the body of a man" have been a metaphor? The image itself does not fi t European discourse and images related either to hermaphrodites or to women's homosexual activities. But neither does the image fi t into any genre of preconquest 143. See León-Portilla, Aztec Thought and Culture, [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] Nahua painting. 144 The text and image may signify various preconquest metaphors related to sexual activity between women. If the patlache text refers to this category misunderstood by the Spaniards, and if the image too refers to an erotic pose that the European readers missed, then to suggest that this text is a simple representation of European morality is clearly wrong.
The images and texts shown here represent a small portion of book 10, and they fi t into the elements described as evil. They are thus placed within a European binary that does not appear to relate well to Nahua concepts of good and evil. But the images exceed the meanings of the texts and in some senses expunge the European binary frame. 145 Still, the texts have quite specifi c, if misunderstood, places within European culture. The cuiloni text relates quite closely to Spanish laws. The patlache text relates to literature known at the time, particularly to Ovid's Metamorphoses. 146 It seems likely that Sahagún was thinking of Ovid or other related writings when he wrote and translated the patlache text. However, the tlacuilos also authored both the patlache and cuiloni texts and were likely as infl uenced by the Nahua metaphors that abound in both texts and images as they were infl uenced by European genres. The fl ower, the modes of address, the terms used, and the clothing all relate to indigenous concepts. 145. I argue that the ways in which sixteenth-century Nahuas conceived of homosexualities exceeded the European binary construct, which divided behaviors between those deemed sinful and those not. The reader should not take this to be an argument that there was no overlap between European and Nahua ways of understanding homosexuality. Rather, we may see these views as always changing and always overlapping. Thus, we may picture two intersecting circles, each of which constantly changes form, with one circle representing the European/Christian view in which homosexual acts always fall into the category of sexual sin, the other circle representing the Nahua view in which homosexual acts relate to sacrifi ce, ritual, and sexual excess. The part of the Nahua circle that does not overlap with the European discourse of sin includes ritualized homosexualities and the relationship between these behaviors and sacrifi cial acts. These and other elements that comprise sexuality in the sixteenth-century Nahua world always necessarily exceed the signifi er (sin) used by the Catholic clerics to describe all sexual activity.
146. Of course the text does not follow Ovid's poetics, but see Ovid, Metamorphoses, 9:305-10, where a woman must turn into a man in order to engage in sexual acts with a woman.
Colonialism and Nahua Homosexualities
Similar to the tlacuilos of the Florentine Codex, Ixtlilxochitl and Muñoz Camargo presented early postconquest Nahuas as denigrating sodomy and particularly objecting to the passive partner. But all of these assertions were made by Nahuas and mestizos educated by Europeans at least a generation after the conquest. Still, it seems unlikely that Europeans could have created the ensnared Titlacauan, degraded for having committed an act signifi ed by the term cuiloni, yet promoted as a god. Nor does it seem probable that the Europeans created the acts designated as patlachuia, a category they had such diffi culty understanding. Furthermore, the postconquest Nahuas continued to connect sex with gods, disease, death, sacrifi ce, cannibalism, mockery, the fl ower, the fertility of the earth, and the rebirth of humanity.
Thus entered the priests, carrying with them bilingual confessional manuals. Preconquest notions that related confession to dirt, damage, and disorder may have transferred to the postconquest notion of sin, but all were confl ated in the imaginary and religious universes of the early colonial Nahuas. And we must not overestimate the power of the confessors, overworked individuals often attending to indigenous communities only sporadically. The meanings invested in male and female homosexual identities, categories, and acts are complex colonial phenomena, integrating European and Nahua notions of the relationship between power, desire, and behavior.
In analyzing indigenous sexualities, scholars must develop a methodology to discover both convergences with, and divergences from, European notions of sexuality. To study indigenous homosexualities, one must focus on indigenous ritual discourse. If we carefully analyze the Nahuatl documents for elements the Spaniards could not have imagined, then we discover something about the relationship between homosexualities and Nahua cosmology. As the colonial years progressed, Nahuas began to associate homosexualities with the Catholic concept of sin, but this association never entirely displaced the connection between homosexual sex and traditional Nahua religious ritual. We are left, at the end of this article, looking at colonial homosexualities in which the cuiloni and the patlache do not equal modern sexual identities, but rather appear associated with the abominable sin, a colonial category which they exceeded. As the Nahuas at the time of the conquest connected homosexualities with ritual and sacrifi ce, these conceptions clearly diverged from the European discourse of sodomy and sin.
